Birthday Statements Bermuda
Delight Hooray
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Supplies:
• Stamp Sets – Birthday Statements (148612); Balloon Celebration (140675)
• Card Stock – Daffodil Delight (121680); Whisper White (106549)
• Stamp Pads – Mossy Meadow (147111); Bermuda Bay (147096); Calypso Coral
(147101); Daffodil Delight (147094)
• Misc. – Watercolor Pencils (141709); Blender Pens (102845); Light Bermuda Bay
Stampin’ Blends (144580); Rectangle Stitched Framelits (148551); Foam Adhesive
Strips (141825)
Measurements:
• Daffodil Delight
• Whisper White

8½” x 5½” scored at 4¼” (21cm x 14.8cm scored at 10.5cm)
4¼” x 5½” (10.5cm x 14.8cm)
4” x 5¼” (9.5cm x 13.8cm)

Instructions:
1. Place the largest and third largest rectangle Framelits on the larger piece of Whisper
White cardstock and die cut.
2. Colour the outside die cut frame using the Bermuda Bay Stampin’ Blends.
3. Stamp the ‘hooray’ image on the die cut frame using Mossy Meadow ink.
4. Stamp the ‘It’s your day’ sentiment below the ‘hooray’ image using Mossy Meadow ink.
5. Colour the image with the watercolor pencils.
6. Attach the art panel to the centre front of the Daffodil Delight card base.
7. Add Foam Adhesive Strips to the back of the coloured frame and attach around the art
panel.
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8.

9.

INSIDE PANEL:
a. Stamp the smaller outline balloon image from Balloon Celebrations on a piece of
scrap paper or a sticky note and fussy cut. This is to use as a mask.
b. Stamp the smaller outline balloon image from Balloon Celebrations in the centre
of the smaller Whisper White panel using Mossy Meadow ink.
c. Mask the image, and stamp again either side to create a group of three balloons.
d. Stamp the ‘dotted’ image inside the three balloons using second generation
inking (stamp off on scrap paper before stamping on the cardstock) with Mossy
Meadow ink.
e. Use the solid image and stamp inside the three balloons using second
generation inking with Bermuda Bay, Calypso Coral and Daffodil Delight inks.
f. Create some ‘strings’ from the balloons using the Mossy Meadow marker or a
Blender pen and the Mossy Meadow ink pad.
ENVELOPE: (optional)
a. Repeat the same process as for the inside panel on the left hand corner of the
front of the envelope.

